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Do not judge a book by its cover- it is like a proverb. It means that all that glitters are 
not gold. Most of us usually first look at any object from its out –side and judge them, 
but always we should look into an object from its inner-side thoroughly and then justify 
it. The original and true content hides within it. 
 
In a book also, its cover may be a well designed and very attractive. It may be also 
decorated with colorful pictures or gorgeous graphic designs. But there is no guarantee 
of its original content. It may be poor by written or an absurd reading or its readers do 
not get a pleasure reading this book. Most of the old days classic books were very 
ordinary about their cover designs or cover graphics; but they are still the classics 
literature and people read these books today pleasurably. 
 
In general life, we see some people try to show themselves as gentlemen by their 
expensive and colorful dresses. But expensive and colorful dresses do not reflect the 
original man and manhood. Many famous men survived their lives in very simple way as 
well as clothes or dresses. For example, famous scientist Sir Issac Newton always worn 
very cheap clothes, Mahatma Gandhi used to wear simple cheap loincloth (a small piece 
of white cloth). Many notorious criminals and conman look as gentlemen from outside 
because of their suave and smart dresses. 
 
In conclusion, I can say, we must look a book, a man or an object from its inner side. 
The originality comes from the object from its inner side as well. So, we should justify 
the “thing” from its inner original content – what actually it is!- 
 

REMEMBER: DO NOT JUDGE A BOOK BY IT’S COVER. 
 


